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Abstract
The Peer-to-Peer (p2p) and Grid infrastructure commu-
nities are tackling an overlappingset of problems. In ad-
dressing these problems, p2p solutions are usually moti-
vated by elegance or research interest. Grid researchers,
under pressure from thousands of scientists with real ﬁle
sharing and computational needs, are pooling their solu-
tions from a wide range of sources in an attempt to meet
user demand. Drivenby this needto solvelargescientiﬁc
problems quickly, the Grid is being constructed with the
tools at hand: FTP or RPC for data transfer, centraliza-
tion for scheduling and authentication, and an assump-
tion of correct, obediant nodes. If history is any guide,
the World Wide Web depicts viscerally that systems that
addressuser needscanhaveenormousstayingpowerand
affect future research. The Grid infrastructure is a great
customer waiting for future p2p products. By no means
should we make them our only customers, but we should
at least put them on the list. If p2p research does not
at least address the Grid, it may eventually be sidelined
by defacto distributed algorithms that are less elegant but
were used to solve Grid problems. In essense, we’ll have
been scooped, again.
1 Introduction
Butler Lampson, in his SOSP99 Invited Talk,
stated that the greatest failure of the systems re-
search community over the past ten years was that
“we did not invent the Web” [39]. The systems
research community laid the groundwork, but did
not follow through. The same situation exists to-
day with the overlapping efforts of the Grid and p2p
communities. The former is building and using a
global resource sharing system, while the latter is
repeating their mistake of the past by focusing on
elegant solutions without regard to a vast potential
user community.
In 1989, Tim Berner-Lee’s need to communicate
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Figure 1: In serving their well-deﬁned user base, the
Grid communityhas needed to draw from both its ances-
try of supercomputing and from Systems research (in-
cluding p2p and distributed computing). P2p has essen-
tially invented its user base through its technology.
his own work and the work of other physicists at
CERNled him to develop HTML,HTTP,and a sim-
ple browser [4].
While HTTP and HTML are simple, they have
exhibited serious network and language-based deﬁ-
ciencies as the Webhas grown[21]. These problems
have been examined and patched to some extent, but
this simple inelegant solution remains at the core of
the Web.
A parallel situation exists today with the p2p and
Grid communities. A large group of users (scien-
tists) are pushing for immediately useable tools to
pool large sets of resources. The Grid is currently
building these tools. The Systems community is in
danger of falling victim to the contemporary version
of Lampson’s admonishment if we do not partici-
pate in this process.
The Grid is an active area of research and devel-
opment. The number of academic grids has jumped
six-fold in the last year [43]. As Figure 1 depicts,
the “customer base” of scientists, who are often also
application writers, drive Grid developers to pro-
duce tangible solutions, even when the solutions
are not ideal, from a computer systems perspec-tive. Most current p2p users are people sharing ﬁles;
sometimes these people are pursuing noble causes
like anonymous document distribution, but more of-
ten they are simply trying to circumvent copyright,
and rarely are they interacting with the systems’ de-
velopers. P2p does not have the driving force that
interactive users provide and therefore has focused
on solutions that are interesting primarily from a re-
search perspective.
The difﬁculty with this parallel development is
not that it is wasteful, but that, without the p2p com-
munity’s input, the Grid will most likely be built in
a way incompatible and non-inclusive of many of
p2p’s strong points: search and storage scalability,
decentralization, anonymity and pseudonymity, and
denial of service prevention.
In the rest of this paper, we ﬁrst discuss the char-
ters of the two different communities. We introduce
three fallacies that may have kept the communities
separate. Wethen describe common problems being
attacked by the two communities and compare so-
lutions from each camp, and discuss problems that
seem to be truly disjoint. We conclude with a call to
action for the p2p community to examine the Grid
needs and consider future research problems in that
context.
2 Grids
2.1 What is the Grid?
Buyya deﬁnes the Grid as “a type of parallel and
distributed system that enables the sharing, selec-
tion, and aggregation of resources distributed across
multiple administrative domains based on their (re-
sources) availability, capability, performance, cost,
and users’ quality-of-service requirements” [8].
The Grid is “distinguished from conventional dis-
tributed computing by its focus on large-scale re-
source sharing, innovative applications, and in some
cases, high performance orientation” [27].
2.2 Goals of the Grid
The Grid aims to be self-conﬁguing, self-tuning,
and self-healing, similar to the goals in autonomic
computing [2]. It aims to fulﬁll the vision of Cor-
bato’s Multics [13]: like a utility company, a mas-
sive resource to which a user gives his or her com-
putational or storage needs. The Grid’s goal is to
utilize the shared storage and cycles from the mid-
dle and edges of the Internet.
2.3 Manifestations
Grids historially arose out of a need to perform
massive computation. A manifestation of shared
computation, Condor accepts compiled jobs, sched-
ules and runs them on remote idle machines [42].
Exemplifying its focus on computation, it issues
RPCs back to the job originator’s machine for data.
An example of computational middleware is Globus
[23]; it “meta-schedules” jobs among Grids like
Condor and ships host data between them using
GridFTP, an FTP wrapper. Manifestations of Data
Grids include the European Data Grid project [20].
The Grid community is currently authoring a
Web Services-oriented API called Open Grid Ser-
vices Architecture (OGSA) [24, 25]. The next gen-
eration of Globus is intended to be a reference im-
plentation of this API.
3 P2P
3.1 What is P2P?
Unintentionally, Shirky describes p2p much like
a Grid: “Peer-to-peer is a class of applications that
take advantage of resources — storage, cycles, con-
tent, human presence — available at the edges of
the Internet” [19]. Stoica et al. offer a more restric-
tive deﬁnition focusing on decentralized and non-
hierarchical node organization [54].
P2p’s focus on decentralization, instability, and
fault tolerance exemplify areas that essentially have
been omitted from emerging Grid standards, but
will become more signiﬁcant as the system grows.
3.2 Goals of P2P
The goal of p2p is to take advantage of the idle
cycles and storage of the edge of the Internet, effec-
tively utilizing its “dark matter” [19]. This overar-
ching goal introduces issues including decentraliza-
tion, anonymity and pseudonymity, redundant stor-
age, search, locality, and authentication.
3.3 Manifestations
O’Reilly’s p2p site [46] divides p2p systems into
nineteen categories, primarily offering ﬁle sharing
(e.g., Gnutella [28], KaZaA [36]), distributed com-
putation (e.g., distributed.net [17]), and anonymity
(e.g., Freenet [12], Publius [44]). Seti@home is an-
other p2p application, although the Grid community
considers it one of theirs as well [51].Prominant research instances of p2p include
Chord, Pastry, and Tapestry [48, 53, 56]. File
systems built on these include CFS, PAST, and
Oceanstore [14, 18, 37]. File systems, however,
are not applications and, while a variety of forms
of storage have been built, there exists no driving
application in this space.
4 Three Falacies That Have Kept the Com-
munities Separate
This paper argues that the p2p and Grid commu-
nities are “natural” partners in research. The follow-
ing are some objections and responses to this claim.
4.1 “The technical problems in Grid systems
are different from those in p2p systems.”
Conventional wisdom posits “the Grid is for com-
putational problems” and “p2p is about ﬁle shar-
ing.” Historically, Grids have grown out of the
computationally-bound supercomputers and local
batch computation systems like Condor. As these
localized systems have become linked to one an-
other in the Grid, handling data has become a much
larger problem. Some Grid-connected instruments
(e.g., specialized telescopes) focus purely on data
production for others to use. Similarly, p2p is
moving in the computation direction with efforts in
desktop collaboration [31] and network computa-
tion [5].
Formally stated “open problems” papers from
each camp exhibit a striking similarity in their fo-
cus on formation, utilization, security, and mainte-
nance [16, 45, 49]. Conference proceedings echo
this trend. Section 5 summarizes areas of active
overlap.
4.2 “While the technical problems are similar,
the architectures (physical topology, band-
width availibility and use, trust model, etc.)
demand that the speciﬁc solutions be fun-
damentally different.”
Researchers familiar with both areas claim that
the two will blend as they mature, even perhaps to
the point of a merging of the two research commu-
nities [6, 22, 50]. Regardless of the veracity of this
forecast, it indicates that researchers see good ideas
in each community that can solve common prob-
lems.
This fallacy is application dependent. Some ap-
plications (e.g., military missile calculation or to-
tally anonymous ﬁle sharing) impose special re-
quirements for assorted (not always technical) rea-
sons. But even in these situations, a general aware-
ness of technical approaches taken by the other
community may help solve “physically private”
problems.
4.3 “Grid projects do not have the ﬂexibility to
try new algorithms/ideas because they have
to get real work done. P2P research is all
about this ﬂexibility.”
P2p research is very ﬂexible: one version can
obsolete the previous and new algorithms can be
developed without conforming to any standard.
Within the emerging Grid standards, however, there
is room for ﬂexible research too.
Grid researchers recognize the need for test-beds
as staging grounds for new applications and proto-
cols [52]. Traditional Gridsettings have been in uni-
versity settings where support staff is on hand to test
and deploy new software updates [34]. Moreover,
as evidenced by the many toolkits and custom Grid
implementations [23, 30], Grid users are willing to
adopt different technologies to get their work done.
It seems natural for p2p researchers to develop
algorithms either independently or within Grid test-
beds, and then “publish” their prototypes within
a Grid setting. For example, Systems researchers
could build to a particular aspect of the OGSA,
benchmark their solution to this API, and then re-
lease it as a fresh, improved implementation.
5 Shared Technical Problems
We list and compare the two communities’ ap-
proaches to problems in four categories and con-
clude this section with problems that are not shared.
5.1 Formation
Topology formation and peer discovery deals
with the problem of how nodes join a system and
learn about their neighbors, often in an overlay net-
work [38]. Membership protocols have been ex-
plored in both settings [34, 40]. While espousing
the autonomous ideal, much Grid infrastructure is
hardcoded and could beneﬁt from the active forma-
tion found in p2p research prototypes.
5.2 Utilization
Resource discovery determines how we ﬁnd “in-
teresting items,” which can include sets of ﬁles,computers, services (compute/storage services), or
devices (such as printers or telescopes). Data is
also searched within ﬁles [16] and across relational
tuples [32]. Search requirements exhibit tradeoffs
in expressiveness, robustness, efﬁciency, and auton-
omy. For some, but not all applications, the ubiq-
uitous hash-based lookup schemes of the p2p world
are appropriate.
Resource management and optimization prob-
lems deal with how “best” to utilize resources in
a network. This category includes data placement,
computation, fairness, and communication usage
decisions such as, “Where/How do we distribute
data/metadata?”, “Who performs acertain computa-
tion?”, “Which links do we use to transmit/receive
information?”, and “How can I speed up access to
popular ﬁles?” Both communities have examined
data replication and caching algorithms to increase
performance [3, 12].
Scheduling and handling of contention has been
examined in both communities. P2p has focused
on bandwidth usage (e.g.,Gnutella’s maximumcon-
nections) with solutions that are often resolved with
dynamic programming at the node level. Grids are
often centered around scheduling and use traditional
scheduling techniques involving cost functions im-
plemented by a central scheduler and often lack
QoS or fairness guarentees [7]. Agoric solutions
in Grids have been centralized thus far; distributed
economic scheduling mechanisms may be more ap-
propriate for fault tolerance reasons [55].
Load balancing/splitting schemes in both com-
munities attempt to reduce the load of a particular
ﬁle, link, or computation by breaking larger blobs
into many smaller distributed atoms.
Popular p2p ﬁle sharing programs are trivial to
join, use, and leave, with get, put, and delete
as their primative operations. Grid users (scientists)
cannot use some simple p2p solutions, mainly be-
cause what they are trying to do (e.g., distributed
code instrumentation) is complex. The lack of tools
for application developers (and the complexity of
the existing tools) is also a major stumbling block
[49].
5.3 Coping with Failure
Partial and arbitrary failure must be addressed in
any realistic distributed network. Most p2p sys-
tems punt on guarenteeing accessibility by accept-
ing lossy storage in their model [12, 28]. If the
ideas from p2p storage are going to be successfully
applied to the Grid, p2p researchers need to con-
sider revising the common loss model. They also
should consider the order-of-magnitude of storage
some Grid experiments will produce: some are ex-
pected to produce on the order of half a petabyte per
month [47], about the current capacity of KaZaA.
This data, however, cannot be lossy.
Traditional distributed systems techniques for
dealing with failure often makeassumptions oncon-
nectivity and complexity that may not be appropri-
ate for traditional p2p systems or Grid systems, as
both Daswani et al. [16] and Schopf et al. [49] note
in their respective open problems papers. The same
replication algorithms used to increase availability
can also serve to ensure correctness in the face of
data, computation, or communication failures.
Security-related research in the two communities
includes authenticity issues (such as veriﬁcation of
data or computation, or handling man-in-the-middle
style attacks), availibility issues (surviving denial
of service attacks), and authorization issues (such
as access control), but research from p2p would
help address some DoS problems introduced by the
Grid’s frequent reliance on centralized structures
[1, 9]. Chang et al. examine enforcing safety with
certifying compilers in a Grid environment [10].
These aspects have been identiﬁed and explored
in the context of data sharing p2p systems [16].
Computational p2p systems have similar problems:
more than ﬁfty percent of the Seti@Home’s project
resources were at one time spent dealing with secu-
rity problems, including the problem of “cheating”
on the distributed computation [35].
The Grid community faces the same security
problems [49]. The work on the Grid Security In-
frastructure [26] addresses the problem of authen-
tication, but inter-testbed authentication remains to
be resolved [33]. Focus on decentralized authenti-
cation schemes like SPKI may be a step in the right
direction [11].
5.4 Maintenance
In the areas of deployment and managability, p2p
has essentially no standards or APIs; with the pos-
sible exception of Gnutella, each version obsoletes
the previous one. Many Grid papers profess the
need for a standardized programming interface [49],and by necessary, the Grid is being forced to stan-
dardize and the OGSA is beginning to help. Sim-
ilar efforts in p2p standardization are the Berkeley
BOINC [5], Google Compute [29], and overly stan-
dardization [15].
5.5 Disjoint Problems
Not every problem in “pure” p2p research has an
analog in the Grid community. Anononymity (often
grouped with security issues) for instance, may not
be so useful, but a middleground of pseudonymity
may exist. Anonymizing systems are important and
offer a prime example of a consideration left out
of the emerging Grid standards: for example, they
are currently being used to promote free speech in
China [41].
6 Call to Action
How do we avoid being scooped again? Given
the large degree of commonality between the two
worlds, “coming up to speed” on the Grid is not a
difﬁcult undertaking. As a community and individ-
uals, we must familiarize ourselves with the set of
problems the Grid is addressing, so we can identify
the areas where we have solutions or are actively
working on solutions. We must also work to under-
stand Grid users’ day to day needs; how robust must
a solution be in order to be appropriate for deploy-
ment on a Grid? We should understand the stan-
dards they are developing and to which they expect
all systems to comply (OSGA). We can make a sig-
niﬁcant contribution helping them create a standard
that allows the evolution and experimentation that
“outside” researchers can provide. Perhaps the an-
swer lies in a directive as simple as: “Find a user
and ﬁgure out what that user needs.”
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